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bates the delegates were much of the time thinking out loud. If
they desired not to be bound by their own first unformed opin-
ions, still less did they desire to be bound by the expectations
and disappointments which publicity might rouse in their con-
stituents. Before news of temporary decisions could reach Georgia
or New Hampshire, they could have been changed in Philadel-
phia. Antagonisms created here or there by wrong decisions,
later rescinded, might sullenly persist, no matter what the
eventual result. Particular states might feel bound to support the
proposals of their delegates, and to oppose those made by dele-
gates from rival states.
Above all, the delegates in the Convention wished to be judged
by their final, total achievement, presented whole when it should
be ready. Perhaps some of them hoped to hide within the Con-
vention and so to avoid individual blame. Others were perfectly
willing to forego individual credit if the public might be bene-
fited. Many cross-purposes as were to arise during the summer,
and had in May begun to be apparent, the Convention then and
afterward thought of itself as a responsible political body en-
gaged in an enterprise of great significance. They were not
making laws for their country; they were trying to find the best
form of government they could agree on, and then intending to
offer it to their fellow citizens for their own decision. Certainly
some of the delegates thought of themselves as engaged in a
process like that of a creative artist, who insists on finishing his
work before he exhibits it at all.
By the rale of secrecy the Convention may have done itself a
service, but it did a disservice to history. The official Journal kept
by the secretary—and never printed till 1819—is formal and un-
revealing. Very few details leaked out through careless or dis-
affected delegates. When in time there seemed no further need
of such discretion, and aging delegates talked to posterity, their
memories were often inexact and conflicting. The most mo-
mentous single chapter in American history has to be detected
and deduced from miscellaneous records in which the great
drama is frequently obscure and almost always overlooked.
Fortunately, some of the delegates kept private records that
slowly found their way into print from 1821 to 1904. Those by
Yates, King, McHenry, Pierce, Paterson, Hamilton, Charles

